Identification of local and propagating distortion products from cochlear microphonic responses.
Careful measurements show that sound pressures of 40 dB re 20 mu N/m2 are sufficient to reveal two varieties of well-behaved, nonlinear distortion products in the cochlear microphonic (CM). The first variety appears in the primary-tone area and is designated as a local CM distortion product. The second type exists apical to the primary-tone area and is identical to the mechanically propagated distortion seen in the phase-locked responses of primary auditory nerve fibers. The existence of the propagating distortion product forces the conclusion that there must be a mechanical contribution to the local "CM" distortion product as well. The intrusion of nonlinear mechanical responses at such low levels (less than 40 dB SPL) indicates that the effective mechanical input to the hair cells may be nonlinear over most of the audible range. An important but unanswered question is the range over which the transducer characteristic of CM could be effectively linear, for that would determine whether CM could be used to probe mechanical nonlinear effects in the primary tone area.